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INTRODUCTION

Over the last fifty years, millions of acres of rural land in America have been overtaken by low-density residential development (homes on 2 to 160 acre parcels). This exurban development is profoundly damaging to natural resources and systems and removes most of these lands from the land base needed to grow crops, livestock, and commercial wood fiber. Over the last five decades, states and local governments have adopted different methods for protecting rural lands from low-density residential development. Politically acceptable programs of public acquisition, conservation easements, transferable development rights, and residential clustering regulations have been essential to protecting rural lands in many states and regions. But the cost of these systems means they can preserve only small percentages of rural lands. Rural zoning programs have protected millions of acres of land, but are politically contentious and therefore unattractive to many elected officials in other states and governments. They are also at risk of legislative weakening or repeal. The author believes a blending of
regulatory and non-regulatory approaches might make it possible to protect millions more acres from exurban residential sprawl.

I. AMERICA’S RURAL RESOURCES LANDS ARE BEING PROFOUNDLY DAMAGED BY VERY LOW-DENSITY RURAL RESIDENTIAL SPRAWL

The march of urban development (residential subdivisions, office and industrial parks, shopping malls, etc.) across farmland, forestland, rangeland, deserts, and natural areas is well known and dramatic. It may not be a perennial concern, but it is certainly a periodic concern for the public and policy makers.

But a far bigger area of America’s precious rural resource lands—the rural lands used for producing food and fiber and the natural areas that are our reservoirs of biodiversity—has been, and continues to be profoundly affected by very low-density residential development and the associated growth in the network of rural roads.

This scattering of new homes on 5-, 10-, 40-, or 160-acre parcels and the roads serving them is sometimes referred to as “exurban sprawl.”

Because this scattered home-site development can blend into the landscape, it can pass almost unnoticed. However, its scale and the impacts caused by this change in the ownership and use of the land are profound.

The share of growth that has occurred at very low densities around metropolitan areas is substantial. Dr. Art hur C. Nelson and Dr. Thomas Sanchez studied urban, suburban, and exurban residential growth patterns in thirty-five metropolitan areas between 1990 and 2000. They found that the expansion of exurban development far exceeded the rate of urban and suburban development and indeed found that in the 1990s “exurbia now dominates American growth.”

For example, between 1990 and 2000, the population of the Charlotte, North Carolina metropolitan region increased by twenty-nine percent.3

---


2. See Arthur C. Nelson & Thomas W. Sanchez, THE EFFECTIVENESS OF URBAN CONTAINMENT REGIMES IN REDUCING EXURBAN SPRAWL, 160 DISP. 42, 42–43 (2005) (defining “exurban” residential density as Census tracts with 300 to 999 people per square mile; higher densities were “suburban” and “urban” and tracts with lower densities were classified as “rural.” An “exurban” density of 999 people per square mile translates into about 400 homes per square mile or about 1.6 acres per homesite assuming 2.5 persons per household and at 300 people per square mile translates into 120 homes or about 5.3 acres per homesite. But cf. THEOBALD, supra note 1, at 2.

Nelson and Sanchez found that one-half of that growth occurred at suburban densities, but fully forty-five percent occurred at exurban densities. The amount of land in exurban densities increased by 265.7 square miles, far eclipsing the 101.2 square miles of expansion in urban and suburban densities. For example, in greater metropolitan Columbus, Ohio between 1990 and 2000, twenty-five percent of the growth occurred at exurban densities, and used 58.5 square miles. Whereas, seventy-five percent of the growth occurred at urban and suburban densities using only 65.7 square miles.

In 2000, there were 48,544 square miles in urban and suburban residential densities (0 to 1.7 acres per housing unit) in the coterminous forty-eight states. This is an area the size of North Carolina. By comparison, there were 354,090 square miles in residential densities of one house for every 1.7 to 41.5 acres. That is an area as large as Texas, New York, and Pennsylvania combined.

Based on model forecasts developed by Dr. Dave Theobald at Colorado State University, areas of urban and suburban “housing densities will expand to 2.2% [of the land area of the 48 coterminous states] by 2020, whereas exurban [development ] will expand to [cover] 14.3%.”

Exurban sprawl has different forms and different causes. Its primary form is rural home site development created for people whose work and social relationships are in a nearby city or town. Rather than a half-acre or one-acre lot in a suburban subdivision, a person or family buys a ten, twenty, or forty-acre “rural estate,” “hobby farm,” or “ranchette.”

---

5. Id.
6. Id. at 15.
7. Id.
10. Theobald, supra note 8.
11. See State and County Quickfacts supra note 9 (click on the respective states) (Texas is 261,231.71 square miles, New York is 47,126.40 square miles, and Pennsylvania is 44,742.7 square miles; combined it is 353,100.81 square miles).
the owners of these lands may describe themselves as “farmers” or “woodlot owners” or “ranchers,” the production of agricultural or forestry products is in most cases only a hobby; the primary use of their property is as their home.\textsuperscript{14}

Their use of land is very distinct from their neighbors who are involved in commercial farming, forestry, or ranching. Many of those neighbors may have someone in the household who also works in town, and some rural landowners are in a transition from a hobby to a rural commercial activity. Nonetheless, there is a fundamental difference between the use of land by people who own it to produce income as an essential part of their livelihood and those whose use of their land is primarily residential.\textsuperscript{15} Out of the 2,204,792 “farms” identified by the 2007 Census of Agriculture, 31.2% grossed less than $1,000 during the survey year and 49.9% grossed less than $5,000 and had an average annual net loss of between $4,000 and $5,200 per year.\textsuperscript{16} These “farms” occupied 139 million acres (217,188 square miles).\textsuperscript{17}

Another form of rural sprawl is second-home development. The owners of these large lots have a primary residence elsewhere and buy or develop acreage home sites primarily for seasonal recreational purposes.\textsuperscript{18} They are often located in high amenity areas, such as adjoining lakes and rivers, near national parks, and in areas of special scenic beauty.\textsuperscript{19}

This form of rural sprawl can occur in locations very far from a city or town of any size, and can be found from Florida’s Gulf Coast\textsuperscript{20} to the southern slopes of the Alaska Range.\textsuperscript{21}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{14} See Toby Beavers, Charlotte Horse Farms, VA. HORSE FARMS, http://virginia-horse-farms.net/Charlottesville-Horse-Farms.html (last visited Nov. 12, 2013) (advertising a “[c]harming and restored Virginia farm house, very spacious with over 5,500 fin. Sq. ft. including 5BR/4.5BA.” Privately situated on 24 lovely pastoral acres off of Garth Rd, and only minutes from Charlottesville. Surrounded by large properties with protected views. 24.2 acres Located in Albemarle County Offered at: $2,495,000); see also E. Mont. Land & Home, supra note 13 (listing a ranchette, for example the “Bergerson Ranchette” of 210 acres in Custer County, Montana, features a house with Family Room with bar/fireplace, sun room, kitchen with stainless steel appliances, granite countertops, central vacuum, and whole house fan).
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{17} Id.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{18} See Dallen J. Timothy, Chapter 9, in TOURISM, MOBILITY AND SCENIC HOMES: BETWEEN ELITE LANDSCAPE AND COMMON GROUND 134 (C. Michael Hall & Dieter K. Muller eds., 2004) (describing the evolution of recreational purpose second-homes in the United States and data about their current characteristics).
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{19} Id. at 18.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{20} Roberts Bros. Eastern Shore, County Road 6 Gulf Shores, AL 36542, TRULIA.COM (Nov. 11, 2013), http://www.trulia.com/property/308119279-County-Road-6-Gulf-Shores-AL-36542
\end{flushleft}
The dispersal of homes across the rural landscape is visually far less dramatic than the conversion of these same landscapes to more intensive, suburban and urban residential (and other) uses. But the environmental damage is real and significant.

Glennon and Kretser’s research on low-density residential development in New England found evident and compelling environmental damage. “Exurban development represents a potential threat to wildlife communities and ecological integrity in rural landscapes worldwide and recent work has suggested that its ecological impacts can be similar to those associated with more characteristically urban development patterns.” Exurban sprawl harms wildlife through habitat destruction and fragmentation, introduction of non-native species, changing nutrient cycles, patterns of fire, and other means.

In addition, there are many important non-environmental impacts, including reduction of the land base for farming, ranching, and forestry; introduction of conflicts between rural residential uses and agriculture and forestry; and the costly extension and maintenance of roads, rural school transportation, and rural emergency services to cover wide areas with low populations.
In the United States there are several different strategies for curbing exurban sprawl. The most widespread forms are: public acquisition, conservation easements, the purchase of transfer development rights, cluster zoning, and land regulation (e.g. rural land zoning).  

In practice, many efforts to curb exurban sprawl incorporate elements from one or more of these approaches along with supplementary programs, such as current use property tax assessment. Each of these conservation and protection mechanisms has strengths and weaknesses, which are discussed in turn below.

II. PUBLIC ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY, CONSERVATION EASEMENTS, AND DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS

The simplest and most direct way of protecting rural lands from exurban sprawl is to purchase them and to place these lands in public ownership. Many states have rural land acquisition programs, as do some local governments. The purposes of state rural land acquisition programs include: protecting wildlife habitat and areas of special ecological significance; maintaining biodiversity; protecting places for outdoor recreation; access to and protection of coastal resources; protecting ground water recharge areas; preserving working landscapes (farmlands, rangelands, and historic properties and places); and stopping sprawl. These programs maintain or enhance tourism, economic vitality, and the quality of life. The acquired lands may become parks, access routes, remain as undeveloped natural areas, or working farms and forests; however, low-density exurban rural residential development is not permitted.
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28. E.g., Williams Act, CAL. GOV’T CODE § 51200 (West 2012); Californian Timberland Productivity Act of 1982, CAL. GOV’T CODE § 51100 (West 2012). This regulation assesses property taxes based on current farm and forest use, instead of highest and best development values, for lands enrolled in conservation programs.

29. E.g., CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 31050-31054 (West 2007) (legislative findings for the California Coastal Conservancy); FLA. STAT. § 259.105(2)(a) (2012) (legislative findings describing the purposes of the Florida Forever Act of 2001); MD. CODE ANN., NAT. RES. § 5-9A-01(a) (West 2013) (stating purposes of Maryland Rural Legacy Program); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 15, § 302(a) (West 1987).

30. Id.

31. FLA. STAT. § 259.032(4) (2012).
Rural lands can be protected from exurban development by programs that stop short of acquiring title to property.\(^{32}\) Public agencies alone or in partnership with nonprofit organizations can acquire conservation easements or purchase the development rights on particular properties.\(^{33}\)

Conservation easements and purchase of development rights draw on the same sources of funding as land acquisitions.\(^{34}\) Federal and state governments provide tax incentives for landowners to impose conservation easements on their land or to donate development rights; such donations can entitle the owner to a charitable tax deduction, a tax credit, a reduction in property taxes, or a combination of these incentives.\(^{35}\) For example, Colorado created stronger incentives for these donations by granting a tax credit (instead of a deduction) equal to fifty percent of the easement’s fair market value and by making the tax credit transferable to third parties.\(^{36}\) This is important because many rural land owners may have significant wealth tied up in land but do not generate enough taxable income to take advantage of a tax credit; creating a market for that tax credit means the tax credits are more valuable and more rural landowners will be interested in taking advantage of them.

Land acquisition, conservation easements, and purchase of development right programs have some important advantages as strategies to stop exurban sprawl. First, these programs avoid the political challenges of rural land regulation because landowner participation is voluntary.\(^{37}\) Second, conservation easements can provide long-term protection for the lands generally beyond the reach of legislator’s changing policy preferences,

\(^{32}\) Id. at § 260.015(1).

\(^{33}\) See UNIF. CONSERVATION EASEMENT ACT § 1, 12 U.L.A. 163 (1981), which many states have adopted and defines a conservation easement as a “non-possessory interest of a holder in real property imposing limitations or affirmative obligations the purposes of which include retaining for agricultural, forest, recreational, or open-space use, protecting natural resources, maintaining or enhancing air or water quality, or preserving the historical, architectural, archaeological, or cultural aspects of real property.” See also UNIF. CONSERVATION EASEMENT ACT § 1–2, 12 U.L.A. 163 (1981) (purchasing development rights can be considered a subset of conservation easements because the phrase “purchase of development rights” describes programs in which conservation easements are purchased, rather than donated; the act restricts the passive obligation not to develop the property, rather than on both passive obligations and affirmative conservation duties (for example, to restore riparian vegetation)).


\(^{35}\) See 26 U.S.C. § 170(e) (2006) (adopting a conservation easement or donating development rights to a qualified nonprofit organization entitles a donor to a federal income or capital gains tax charitable deduction).

\(^{36}\) COLO. REV. STAT. § 39-22-522(7) (West 2013).

\(^{37}\) USDA, supra note 34, at 17–18, 21.
depending on how the conservation easements are held and administered. Third, land acquisition programs are usually less complicated and expensive to administer than transferable development right programs or local and state land use regulations.

Despite these advantages, the success should be weighed against one major disadvantage: funds are so limited that only relatively small areas of land can be protected from exurban development.

Consider Florida, Vermont, and Colorado, states with very robust programs to conserve lands through acquisition of title or conservation easements. The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), which administers the Florida Forever program, reports: "since its inception in July 2001 to the present the Florida Forever program has acquired more than 683,000 acres of land with 2.87 billion dollars." At that rate it will take 463 years to protect the remainder of Florida’s private rural lands.

After almost twenty-five years the Vermont Housing and Conservation Trust Fund program reports conserving “143,000 acres of agricultural land.” Additionally the program conserved 252,700 acres of natural areas, recreational land, and historic properties. That is about eight percent of the

---

38 See generally id. at 2 (The protection supplied by these mechanisms depends on how the conservation easements are held and administered).

39 NORTH LOGAN - CACHE CNTY., GUIDEBOOK: TRANSFER DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS 1, 12 (Oct. 2003) available at http://www.planning.utah.gov/Planninggrants/deliverables/2001/Final-TDR%20Guidebook-LR.pdf (describing that this is particularly true when responsibility for administration of the easements is borne partly or entirely by nongovernmental organizations).

40 Bengston et al., supra note 27, at 279.


43 This calculation is made by calculating an annual land conservation figure of about 59,000 acres conserved by year, by dividing 683,000 acres conserved over 139 months (July 1, 2001 to January 31, 2013). According to the 2007 Federal Natural Resources Inventory, Florida’s total surface area was 37,533,700 acres. NATURAL RES. CONSERVATION SERV., supra note 12, at 14. According to a February 2013 report by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, there was a total of 10,202,865 acres of land conserved in federal, state, and local fee ownership, and public and private conservation easements plus mitigation banks. FLA. NATURAL AREAS INVENTORY, FLA. DEPT. OF ENVTL. PROT., SUMMARY OF FLORIDA CONSERVATION LANDS: INCLUDING LESS-THAN-FEE CONSERVATION LANDS 1 (Feb. 2013), available at http://www.fnai.org/PDF/Maacres_201302_FCL_plus_LTF.pdf.

44 NATURAL RES. CONSERVATION SERV., supra note 12, at 3.

45 Conservation Programs, VT. HOUSING & CONSERVATION BD., http://www.vhcb.org/conservation.html (last visited Nov. 12, 2013) (describing program accomplishments from inception in 1987); See also Spatial Analysis Lab., Vermont Conserved Lands Database, UNIV. OF VT., http://www.uvm.edu/esen/sal/vcons.html (last visited Nov. 12, 2013) (estimating about twenty percent of the state had been conserved as of 2000, including federal lands. The Spatial Analysis Lab is a cooperative organization comprised of stakeholders at every level, and is indicative of Vermont’s commitment to land conservation).
state’s non-Federal, rural land area as of 2007. At that pace, it would take about 300 years to conserve the rest of rural Vermont.

The Colorado conservation easement tax credit program may be the most successful state program of its type in the nation, as measured by the amount of land conserved. Between 1999 and 2010, Colorado conserved an average of 100,000 acres per year. But even if 100,000 acres were protected every year for the next 100 years, the end result would be the protection of about fifteen percent of the land area of Colorado. In addition, the properties that are conserved by easement are widely scattered and many appear to be in areas not threatened by development.

III. TRANSFERABLE DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS: APPEALING IN THEORY, BUT LIMITED IN APPLICATION

Transferable development rights (TDR) programs protect rural land from exurban sprawl. TDR programs quantify and transfer an entitlement (a “right”) to develop land from conserved land (the “sending” property). This right of the sending property is transferred to lands where development is desired (the “receiving” or “landing” property). In order for the receiving owner to use additional development rights on his or her property, the owner must buy them from the owner of the sending property. An easement protects the sending property from development. Typically these development rights are expressed in units of residential development.

---

46. NATURAL RES. CONSERVATION SERV., supra note 12, at 29, tbl.1.
47. COLO. LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COMM., OFFICE OF THE STATE AUDITOR, CONSERVATION EASEMENT TAX CREDIT: PERFORMANCE AUDIT 85 (2012).
48. See State and County Quickfacts, supra note 9 (100,000 acres for 100 years would be 10 million acres, which is 15,625 square miles; Colorado is 103,641 square miles).
49. But see Laura Snider, Boulder’s Blue Line Turns 50, COLO. DAILY (Jul. 21, 2009), http://www.coloradodaily.com/ci_12964275?IADID=Search-www.coloradodaily.com. Boulder County, Colorado is an important exception to this statement and a good example of larger scale, concentrated conservation by use of conservation easement. Boulder Colorado adopted a “blue line” limiting development to the west (along the foothills of the mountains) in 1959, and the boundary around the eastern part of the city was added shortly thereafter. Several years later the residents voted to enact a sales tax to buy open space around the city. Today there are 40,000 acres of protected lands around the city.
51. Id.
52. Id.
State and local governments create TDR programs to achieve both development and conservation objectives; intensifying residential development in an urban or suburban receiving area and eliminating or limiting residential development in the sending area. TDR programs can be voluntary or mandatory. Voluntary TDR programs authorize the transfer of rights. By contrast, mandatory programs limit or replace an owner’s entitlement to develop the property with the right to sell the development right.

A central concept in TDR programs is the creation of a free (unregulated) market in TDRs. However, experience has demonstrated the value of creating institutions to facilitate these transactions, such as TDR banks. TDR banks often incorporate governments and nonprofit conservation organization TDR purchases.

Determining how many “rights” to award to the owners of the sending property is one of the thorniest problems in establishing a TDR program. It requires a blending of administrative, political, and constitutional considerations. Because they offer compensation to landowners, TDR programs occupy a middle ground between voluntary, taxpayer, and charitable giving financed conservation programs and involuntary regulatory programs that prevent exurban sprawl without providing payments to landowners. Like conservation easement programs, TDR

54. Pruett & Standridge, supra note 50, at 78.
55. Id.
57. Id.
58. Pruett & Standridge, supra note 50, at 85.
59. Id.
61. R.S. Radford provides a useful review of the very limited Supreme Court case law on TDRs, from the perspective of a critic of government regulation of land. Based on the Supreme Court’s decision on the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency’s TDR program, he reasons that “[i]f land in a ‘sending’ district is downzoned so severely as to constitute a taking under Lucas and the TDR program is viewed as compensation, the TDRs must meet the rigorous standard of providing a “full and perfect equivalent for the property taken.” On the other hand, if the availability of TDRs is counted as an economically viable use of the regulated property, then the government may avoid liability for a taking altogether. At least, a regulating agency employing TDRs would never be liable for a categorical taking under Lucas.” R.S. Radford, Takings and Transferable Development Rights in the Supreme Court: The Constitutional Status of TDRs in the Aftermath of Suitum, 28 STETSON L. REV 685, 688, 691–92 (1999) (reviewing Scalia’s dicta regarding whether development is an “inherent right” of property and therefore any substitution of a TDR for that right would require compensation. This is a very different line of analysis than allowing the owner an economically beneficial use of property given that economic benefits not only take many forms but also change over time).
programs also contain an element of free market exchange in the buying and selling of the development rights.

TDR programs can also incorporate other elements that appeal to concerns about fairness. The most important is that TDR systems provide some offsetting development opportunities to replace those lost in order to conserve the land in the sending zones. At the other end of a TDR transaction there can be another element of fairness. Outside of the context of TDR programs, public investments in roads, parks, and schools increase the value of nearby property, creating a “windfall” that disproportionately benefits some landowners, relative to the large number of taxpayers whose tax money financed the improvements. Those public investments can be used to enhance the attractiveness of the “landing zones” whose primary beneficiaries are the owners of the sending areas. In other words, it is possible to partly balance the wipe-outs with the increased value created by the windfall.

This combination of elements of fairness and the free market make TDR programs attractive in theory; yet, they remain relatively rare in practice.

As of the date of a 2009 article, at least 191 TDR programs had been established in the United States.62 The twenty largest of these programs conserved 350,000 acres, combined.63 New Jersey’s TDR program for the Pinelands and King County, Washington’s program illustrate two successful TDR programs.64

The New Jersey Pinelands Commission was formed in 1979, following passage of New Jersey’s Pinelands Protection Act. The Commission found

The current pace of random and uncoordinated development and construction in the pinelands area poses an immediate threat to the resources thereof, especially to the survival of rare, threatened and endangered plant and animal species and the habitat thereof, and to the maintenance of the existing high quality of surface and ground waters; that such development and construction increase the risk and extent of destruction of life and property.65

62. Pruett & Standridge, supra note 50 at 80. The programs that have protected the most lands are in King County, Washington (91,500 acres), the New Jersey Pine (55,905), and programs in Calvert, and Montgomery Counties, Maryland, that have conserved a combined total of about 76,000 acres.
63. Id.
64. Id.
According to the Pinelands Commission, this protected area contains 1.1 million acres, which is twenty-two percent of New Jersey. It is the largest area of open space on the Mid-Atlantic seaboard between Richmond and Boston, and is underlain by aquifers containing seventeen trillion gallons of some of the purest water in the land.67

In 1981, the Pinelands Commission created a TDR program using Pinelands Development Credits (PDCs) as part of the strategy for the implementation of the Pinelands’ Comprehensive Management Plan.68 “PDCs are allocated to landowners in these districts based upon the land type and number of acres of a given parcel.”69 The TDR market did not take off until the mid-1980s, when the state created the Pinelands Development Credit Bank.70 The Credit Bank purchases TDRs from a seller if no other buyer can be found, and can then sell the right to a developer at a future date.71

The Pineland Development Credit Bank’s 2011 annual report stated that since inception in 1981, 10,865 development rights had been allocated to landowners, 7,060 of those development rights had been purchased (“severed” from the land).72 Of those 7,060 development rights, 4,550 had been used to authorize an additional 4,550 homes in forty-two different

67. Id.
68. For example, within the Preservation Area District, PDCs are allocated at one PDC per 39 acres of upland and two-tenths a PDC for 39 acres of wetlands. . . . No PDCs are allocated to a parcel if it is 10 acres or less and is already developed for a commercial, industrial, or other such use. For parcels less than 39 acres, the property owner receives fractional PDCs at the same ratio established for the management area in which the parcel is located. The number of PDCs is also reduced by one quarter PDC for each single family dwelling existing on a parcel. Each PDC allocated to a parcel equals four transferable development rights. . . . Under the PDC Program, Regional Growth Areas established by the CMP serve as receiving zones. Within these areas, purchasers of PDCs may use the development rights to build at densities above the base density. . . . Once the Pinelands Commission identified and designated the Regional Growth Areas, municipalities where these areas are located had to amend their municipal master plans and local development regulations to accommodate them.” N.J. HIGHLANDS WATER PROT. AND PLAN. COUNCIL, ESTABLISHED TDR PROGRAMS IN NEW JERSEY: NEW JERSEY PINELANDS DEVELOPMENT CREDIT PROGRAM (2007), available at http://www.nj.gov/agriculture/sadc/tdr/casestudy/tdrexamplesnj.pdf.
69. Id.
71. Id.
72 N.J. PINELANDS COMM’N, PINELANDS DEV. CREDITS SUMMARY REP. THROUGH DEC. 31, 2010 1, 2–3, 6, 12–13 (April 2011), available at http://www.nj.gov/pinelands/landuse/perm/pdc/2010_PDC_Summary_Report.pdf (Average prices on the open market began at a low of $2,006 per right in 1986 ($8,024 per PDC), peaked at $30,413 per right ($121,652 per PDC) in 2005 and in 2010 the mean sale price was $15,789 per right ($63,156 per PDC)).
municipalities. The remaining 3,805 development rights had been purchased and extinguished as part of purchased and donated conservation easements. This resulted in the conservation of 58,633 acres (about ninety-two square miles) of land in the Pinelands. While the total acreage of the Pinelands TDR program is comparatively modest, the land that is conserved is concentrated in one region, resulting in more complete realization of the conservation objectives within that area. The program is often cited as one of the most successful TDR programs in the nation.

King County, Washington initiated its program in 1988, and included both rural and urban sending and receiving areas. Like New Jersey, there were almost no transactions until the 1990s and 2000s when a TDR bank was established and the value of development rights in the rural sending areas was increased. Both governments and private parties buy development rights, which range in price from $4,000 to $30,000 per TDR.

As of early 2013, King County’s program had resulted in conservation easements on 141,500 acres. The county purchased easements on another 43,000 acres in April 2013 for approximately $11 million. This purchase brought the total area protected by the TDR program to approximately 185,000 acres (289 square miles.) If the land planned for urban development inside the regional Urban Growth Area and public lands are excluded, this means that in less than two decades since the TDR program began,
conservation easements have been applied to more than two-fifths of the county’s private rural land. The map of sending and receiving areas illustrates that the protected areas are large blocks of forestland in the foothills of the Cascade Mountains several miles from the edge of the urban growth area. The protected areas are also several miles from lower elevation lands, closer to the urban growth area, where some agriculture may be practiced. The locations do not have conserved extensive road networks.

The New Jersey Pinelands and King County programs exemplify the advantages of a TDR program. TDRs can reduce or avoid the heavy tax burden of purchase programs that require significant taxes to fund conservation easements or the purchase of development rights. Also, they can address or mitigate the concerns about the fairness of regulatory programs that reduce or eliminate previously authorized development entitlements without compensation.

There are disadvantages to a TDR program as well. They are complex to establish, complicated to explain to those who must enact them, and difficult to administer. The amount of land that can be conserved is limited.

---

82. Dow Constantine, Statistical Profile on King County, 2010 Census, http://www.google.com (search for "King County Washington Statistical Profile 2011"; then follow "King County QuickLinks" PDF hyperlink). The Urban Growth Area, designated for urbanization under the state’s Growth Management Act, is 461 square miles. Id. Federal, state, and local governments owns 979 square miles. TRUST FOR PUBLIC LAND, GREENPRINT FOR KING COUNTY, app. at 9 (August 2004) (King County Washington Land Conservation Financing Study), available at http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/2005/KCR1856/AppendixA-Conservation-Finance-Study.pdf (converting acres to square miles).

83. TDR property map viewer, KINGCOUNTY.GOV, http://www.kingcounty.gov/environment/stewardship/sustainable-building/transfer-development-rights/tdr-map-viewer.aspx (last visited Nov 12, 2013). This conclusion is based on a comparison of the County’s map of TDR sending areas.

84. Id.

85. Id.

86. Sustainable building, Transfer of Development Rights – Program overview, KINGCOUNTY.GOV, http://www.kingcounty.gov/environment/stewardship/sustainable-building/transfer-development-rights/overview.aspx (last updated Feb. 14 2012). King County has a somewhat longer list of public benefits of its TDR program: (1) Land that is important to the health of the local environment and the well-being of County citizens is protected at no public expense . . . . The County—and its taxpayers—do not pay the high price to buy land outright, nor do they incur long term management costs of the land if it were put into public ownership; Land is permanently preserved and remains in private ownership and is managed by private landowners; (2) Development growth is focused into urban areas and away from critical rural and resource areas . . . . This creates more efficient development patterns and makes use of urban infrastructure to reduce the amount of development in the County’s rural and resource lands; TDR acts to reduce and minimize the significant costs to the County of providing services to rural development located far from urban services.

87. Id.

by the demand for the development rights. Another disadvantage stems from requiring development rights as a condition for more intense development in urban areas, which can frustrate, rather than promote, higher density development and redevelopment, which is a key element in compact growth efforts.

IV. RURAL RESOURCE CONSERVATION THROUGH LAND USE REGULATIONS

A. Clustering of Rural Residential Development

Clustering of rural residential development is accomplished through land use regulations. These regulations concentrate authorized residential development into a smaller portion of a parcel (or contiguous parcels in the same ownership) and conserve the remaining area as open space through regulations or conservation easements.

Rural cluster residential development is distinct from typical residential land division standards that set minimum lot sizes, resulting in uniform lot size.

The result is a different development pattern, with clusters of homes scattered across a landscape interspersed with blocks of conserved land. Clustering can be mandatory or voluntary. Voluntary programs utilize incentives to spur implementation. These incentives may include authorization of additional dwellings if development is clustered or property tax benefits for conserved lands. Clustering provisions may be used alone or combined with other conservation programs.


89. Both New Jersey and King County programs apply to areas where there is substantial population growth, high land values in the receiving areas that are subject to land use regulation that enhance the demand for TDRs.


92. See id. at 5 (describing the various types of rural cluster zoning and discussing their legal bases).

93. See id. at 4 (“[d]ensity bonus provisions. . . . can often provide an extra incentive for a developer to use cluster development.”).

94. See id. at 8 (“[a] successful cluster development must feature a regime of conservation easements, restrictive covenants and an established method of open space administration.”).
Clustering programs have several advantages. They interfere less with landowner’s development expectations than both land use regulatory systems and mandatory transferable development rights. The costs are far less than programs acquiring fee title, conservation easements, or development rights. Furthermore, such programs are as easy to administer as most other zoning provisions. However, the effectiveness of clustering ordinances to curtail exurban sprawl depends entirely on the content of the ordinance and the patterns of ownership in the area to which the ordinance applies.

B. Rural Conservation Zoning and Limits on Urbanization

Some states and many smaller units of government have adopted rural conservation zoning and limits on urbanization that go far beyond clustering requirements to limit or prohibit rural residential development and set boundaries for urban development. The legal tools used are the same kind of land use regulations used by cities and towns to manage urban development. Entities can apply these regulatory systems in ways that preserve large, contiguous blocks of rural land at both the state and local level.

Minnehaha County, South Dakota; Baltimore County, Maryland; and Oregon provide good examples of these rural zoning programs. Each of these units of government encompasses one or more growing metropolitan areas that exert significant development pressures on nearby rural lands.

The purposes for these regulatory conservation efforts are similar but not identical to the purposes stated for other rural land conservation programs.

95. See id. at 6–7 (“[p]ermitting procedures for rural cluster projects should be no more difficult for cluster developments than for traditional subdivisions . . . ”).
96. Id.
97. Id.
98. If the predominant ownership pattern is forty acre parcels, and the ordinance creates one right for every ten acres and allows the lots to be as big as five acres, then the conserved landscaped will consist of twenty-acre parcels intermixed with an equal amount of large-lot residential lands. Those scattered twenty acre homesites will probably be too small and fragmented to provide wildlife habitat and too small to cost-effectively use for farming, ranching, or forestry. On the other hand, assume the dominant parcelization pattern is 160-acre parcels, and the clustering ordinance creates an entitlement to one residential lot for every twenty acres, and the maximum residential lot size is one-half acre. Once fully developed, the landscape will consist of large areas of rural lands with a scattering of small eight-unit subdivisions, occupying only four or five acres. Some habitat and other natural resource values will be somewhat compromised but not destroyed and farming, ranching, and forestry will remain viable.
99. To the extent there is a difference, the more emphasis is given to the protection of these lands for their private economic value as lands that produce crops, livestock, and forest products and to the need to avoid the cost-ineffective extension of public facilities and services to dispersed rural development. Less emphasis is given to the protection of environmental resources of general public benefit. That difference in emphasis is natural given the historical origins of the regulations in urban
The contents and procedures of the rural conservation zoning programs differ significantly from each other, as is the case with urban zoning regulations. However, these regulatory systems intended to protect rural lands all contain the same essential aspects: limits on the division of land into smaller units of ownership (parcelization), limits on the construction of new houses, and more general limitations on all other non-rural uses, such as commercial development.\(^\text{100}\)

In 2012, Minnehaha County, South Dakota, had a land area of 807 square miles and a population of 175,037, including the city of Sioux Falls.\(^\text{101}\) It grew by eighteen percent between 2000 and 2012.\(^\text{102}\)

Together Sioux Falls and Minnehaha County adopted land use plans and implementing regulations that established a system that created a clear separation between urban development and the agricultural land surrounding the urban area.\(^\text{103}\) Urban development is to move outward gradually, in stages, to ensure that it is contiguous and compact.\(^\text{104}\) This approach protects farmland from scattered urbanization, but to curb exurban residential sprawl required separate regulation by Minnehaha County, which administers the land around Sioux Falls.

In 1998, the county adopted a comprehensive plan containing the purposes and policies for the protection of “Commercial Agricultural Areas” and the regulatory methods to be used. The following list details these purposes and policies as set forth by the county:

- Restrict the density of residential uses within commercial agricultural areas and direct higher developmental densities to the municipalities.

---

zoning that was designed to separate conflicting uses in order to protect the value of property for its primary use.

100. See infra pp 18–24.


103. CITY OF SIOUX FALLS SOUTH DAKOTA, Shape Sioux Falls 2035, 26–27, Map 3a (2009), available at http://www.siouxfalls.org/planning-building/planning/shape.aspx; For the complementary Minnehaha County plan elements see text at footnote 105.
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- Preserve and protect the agricultural productivity of rural land by restricting the development of nonfarm residential sites. Maintain a residential density of not more than one building site per quarter-quarter section [40 acres.]
- The premature development of agricultural land should be discouraged.
- Discourage development patterns that require public improvements financed in part by the farming community but which are not necessary to support agriculture.
- Limit rural densities so that current service levels are not exceeded, thereby avoiding the creation of special purpose districts (i.e. sanitary, water and road districts).
- Discourage the splitting of land parcels into fragmented units that are incapable of supporting farming activities.
- Protect the rural area from uses that interfere and are not compatible with general farming practices.
- Avoid regulations that have a negative impact on farming operations.
- Promote development patterns that will avoid producing inflated agricultural land values.
- Within the framework of density zoning, every effort should be made to cluster residential uses and limit driveway approaches onto arterial and collector roads.
- Construction of infrastructure improvements in the rural area should be directed at addressing existing service deficiencies and not to justify additional nonfarm development.105

The A-1 Agricultural District in Minnehaha County imposes these limitations on home construction and land divisions.106

The County Comprehensive plan does not identify the number of acres in the A-1 District. However, an on-line fact sheet states that the “vast majority” of the area outside incorporated cities is in the A-1 District.107 Judging from the appearance of the zoning map, the share is probably more

than eighty percent of the entire county.\(^\text{108}\) Eighty percent of the county would translate into more than 400,000 acres. To put this in perspective relative to other efforts to protect rural lands from exurban sprawl, the amount of land protected by A-1 zoning in this one county in South Dakota is equal to or larger than the acreage protected by donated and purchased conservation easements in Vermont over the course of twenty-five years.\(^\text{109}\) It is also the same size or larger than all the land protected by the twenty biggest transferable development rights programs in the U.S. up until 2009.\(^\text{110}\)

Baltimore County’s program, like Sioux Falls and Minnehaha County, combined limits on urban expansion with rural conservation zoning.

Baltimore County, which excludes the city of Baltimore, is 598 square miles in area.\(^\text{111}\) Between 2000 and 2012, the county’s population grew 8.4% to 817,455 people.\(^\text{112}\) The effort to protect rural areas began in 1967, when the county developed the concept of delineating two distinct land management areas—the urban area and the rural area—to maximize the efficiency of county revenues on infrastructure in urban areas and preserve important natural and agricultural resources in rural areas. An urban–rural demarcation line (URDL) was established reflecting development of this concept.\(^\text{113}\)

This first step was followed by the adoption of urban and rural zoning in 1975 and by further refinements to implement the 1979, 1989, and 2010 Master Plans.\(^\text{114}\)

Under the zoning rules adopted to implement the 2020 Master Plan, about one-half of Baltimore County (roughly 300 square miles or 192,000

---

109. Conservation Programs, VT. HOUSING & CONSERVATION BD., supra note 45.
111. State and County Quickfacts supra note 9.
114. Id.
acres) fell within one of the “Resource Conservation” zones. The Rural Conservation areas are made up of separate conservation zones (which include attendant regulations) for “Agriculture,” “Resource Preservation,” “Watershed Protection,” and the “Chesapeake Bay Critical Area.” The Rural Conservation areas also include zones where higher intensity rural residential development is allowed (“Rural Residential,” “Rural Conservation and Residential,” “Commercial,” and “Environmental Enhancement”). The majority of the rural area is classified as Agricultural or Resource Preservation.

The 2010 Master Plan states that about 100,000 acres (about twenty-five percent of the county’s land area) is used for commercial agriculture. The Master Plan describes the need to maintain a minimum amount of contiguous land to sustain agriculture, prevent conflicting uses (including residential uses), and maintain parcels in sizes that are big enough for modern farming. Each factor is meant to protect farmland.

The Agriculture zone is the largest of the Rural Conservation zones. It allows a wide variety of non-agricultural uses like artist salons, dentist offices, and water bottling plants. However, the zone sharply curbs the further division of parcels, generally creating a fifty-acre floor on parcels, and also limits houses to one per parcel.

How successful has Baltimore County’s effort to curb rural sprawl been? From 1990 until the adoption of the 2010 Master Plan, an average of 443 permits for residences have been granted for the rural part of the county each year. This translates into 8,860 residential permits in the rural area. During the same period, Baltimore County grew by 112,895 people.

118. Id. at 233.
119. Id. at 221–23.
120. Id.
121. Id.
123. BALT., MD., CNTY. CODE §§ 1A01.2, 1A01.3 (2008).
124. Id.
125. BALT. CNTY. COUNCIL, supra note 113 at 213.
126. See State and County Quickfacts, supra note 9 (stating the 2010 Baltimore population was 805,029) but cf. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, U.S. DEP’T OF COMMERCE, Historical Population Counts, (Mar. 27, 1995) http://www.census.gov/population/cencounts/md19090.txt (stating the 1990 Baltimore population was 692,134).
Baltimore County, a household averages 2.48 persons.\textsuperscript{127} That means that about twenty percent of Baltimore County’s residential development over twenty years took place in the rural parts of the County. However this includes those parts of the county designated for rural residential development. Given the scale of the land area and amount of growth, Baltimore County has certainly greatly curbed the amount of exurban development that would have occurred without its program, compared to rural residential development in other counties in Maryland.\textsuperscript{128}

The Oregon program, like the county programs in South Dakota and Maryland, combines limits on urban development and rural conservation zoning that limits, and in many cases prohibits, rural residential development. The difference is that it applies them with even greater rigor and over a far larger area.

Oregon is about 96,000 square miles in area and had a 2010 population of 3.9 million people,\textsuperscript{129} a fourteen percent increase from 2000.\textsuperscript{130}

In 1973, Oregon enacted statewide growth management legislation that established state and regional planning goals, which local governments and state agencies were required to implement.\textsuperscript{131} Those goals included the preservation of agricultural land and the conservation of forestlands.\textsuperscript{132} Over the years since 1973, this original statewide growth management legislation was reinforced by what now constitutes an elaborate and lengthy statutory zoning code for farm and forestlands.\textsuperscript{133}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{127} See State and County Quickfacts, \textit{supra} note 9 (recording Maryland averaged 2.48 persons per household during 2007-2011).
\bibitem{128} The Maryland Task Force on the Future for Growth and Development in Maryland commissioned research on the effectiveness of the state’s effort to focus residential growth into Priority Funding Areas (“PFAs”). The research found “that the annual percentage of parcels developed outside PFAs rises from approximately 24% in 1990 [prior to the implementation of the PFAs as part of the state’s Smart Growth statues and programs] to 26% in 2004. Figure 6 shows that the acres of land developed for residential use outside PFAs rose from approximately 75% in 1990 to 77% in 2004.” Rebecca Lewis, et al., \textit{Managing Growth With Priority Funding Areas: A Good Idea Whose Time Has Yet to Come}, \textit{J. AM. PLAN. ASS’N.} (JAPA) 457, 467 (2009), \textit{available at} http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/metro/pdf/smart_growth_study.pdf.
\bibitem{129} See State and County Quickfacts, \textit{supra} note 9 (stating Oregon’s 2010 land area was recorded at 95,988 square miles and its population recorded at 3,831,073).
\bibitem{131} \textit{Oregon’s Growth Management Program, supra} note 26, at 10368.
\bibitem{132} \textit{OR. DEP’T OF LAND CONSERVATION & DEV., OREGON’S STATEWIDE PLANNING GOALS & GUIDELINES, Goal 3 at 1, Goal 4 at 1} (Mar. 12, 2010), \textit{http://www.oregon.gov/LCD/docs/goals/compilation_of_statewide_planning_goals.pdf} (citing \textit{OR. ADMIN. R. 660-15-0000(3), (4))}.
\bibitem{133} \textit{OR. REV. STAT.} § 215.203–215.327 (2011).
\end{thebibliography}
About 16.1 million acres of private land in Oregon are in the Exclusive Farm Use (EFU) zones. 134 8.2 million acres are in forest zones, and 2.2 million acres are in mixed farm-forest zones. 135 Farm and forest zoning applies to more than ninety-five percent of Oregon’s private lands. 136

Within the various regionalized types of EFU zoning, there is no general entitlement to build a house on any parcel, regardless of the parcel size. Instead, seven different categories of houses are allowed on EFU zoned land. One such category includes a primary residence for persons engaged in commercial agriculture, as measured by gross farm sales. 137 Another type of house allowed is an accessory dwelling for farm workers. 138 There can also be nonfarm dwellings on a parcel if it is found generally unsuitable for agriculture. 139 Finally, there can be a limited number of dwellings on certain lots of record created before 1985. 140

Land division standards differentiate between creating parcels for nonfarm dwellings, which need to be small, and creating parcels for other purposes, which require retaining land ownership in larger units (e.g. eighty acre parcel sizes for farming, and 160 acres for rangeland use). 141

In the eleven years from 1997 to 2007, local governments approved 6,485 new homes on the 16.1 million acres in Exclusive Farm Use zones. 142 This equals about one home for every 2,500 acres (4 square miles). 143


136. See ROSS GORTE, ET AL., CONG. RESEARCH SERV., Federal Land Ownership: Overview and Data (2012) (finding fifty-three percent of Oregon’s lands are in Federal ownership); but cf. U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, DEP’T OF COMMERCE, STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED STATES: 1991, 201 (111th ed. 1991) (stating another 7.4% were in other public ownership as of 1991). The remaining 39.6% of the 96,000 square miles equals 24.3 million acres. This is less than the total amount of land identified in farm, forest and mixed farm forest zones. However, state owned forest and rangelands are included in those totals as well as other non-Federal publicly owned lands.


140. Id. at § 215.705(a) (2011).

141. Id. at §§ 215.263; 215.780(1)(a), (b) (2011).

From the perspective of the amount of land being protected and the limited and slow rate of residential development, this is a very impressive performance. But it may not be adequately judged against the state’s own goal of preserving farmland, particularly since the houses are not evenly distributed across Oregon’s farmland. Over the course of a few decades the program is allowing the gradual conversion of its farm zones into very low-density rural residential areas.

Unlike EFU zoning, Oregon’s forest conservation zoning allows houses outright at densities of 160 to 320 acres depending on productivity of the forested land, as well as some dwellings on less productive lands, and lots of record created before 1985. The minimum parcel size in forest zones is eighty acres.

These limitations on division and development forest zoning in Oregon withstood challenges under the state and Federal constitutional protections against regulatory takings because forestry is an economic use of the property and the purpose of protecting forestry from conflicting residential uses was a legally legitimate use of the State’s police power.

In the eleven years from 1997 through 2007, 5,016 dwellings were approved in forest zones. This equals about one home for every 1,600 acres (2.7 square miles.)

As with Exclusive Farm Use zones, this performance looks very good by comparison with other states, even those with their own forest conservation efforts, but this steady introduction of new houses into

143. Id.

144. OR. REV. STAT. § 215.740(1)(a), (b) (2011) (Dwellings are allowed in forest zones on 240-acre parcels in Eastern Oregon, on 160 acres parcels in Western Oregon, or 320 acres of noncontiguous forest lands in the same ownership).

145. Id. at § 215.705 (limited lot of record dwellings); § 215.720 (dwellings on low productivity forest lands); § 215.750 (dwellings in forest zones in areas already partly parcelized and developed).

146. Id. at § 215.780(1)(c).


149 Compare OR. DEP’T OF LAND CONSERVATION & DEV. supra note 147 with Id. (dividing 8.2 million acres by 5,016 approved dwellings).

forests, if continued over several decades, will change the use and character of these lands, compromising both their capacity to produce timber and their role as sources of water and wildlife habitat.

The data allow us to compare Oregon’s largest metropolitan area, the three counties containing the Oregon portion of the Portland metropolitan area, with Baltimore County, which contains the largest share of Maryland’s largest urban area.

In the three counties that comprise the Portland Metropolitan Statistical Area within the State of Oregon, almost exactly 100,000 permits for residential structures (single and multifamily) were approved between 1998 and 2008.\textsuperscript{151} About two percent of those were approved for sites in Exclusive Farm Use or Forest zones and another two percent were approved in rural residential zones outside urban growth boundaries.\textsuperscript{152} This compares with the twenty percent share of residential development outside of the Urban-Rural Dividing Line between 1990 and 2010.\textsuperscript{153}

As illustrated by these three examples, the use of rural conservation zoning (combined with limits on urban development) has many strengths, such as (1) large areas of land can be protected, (2) taxes and tax benefits are not required to achieve the conservation objectives, and (3) the regulatory system of zoning is familiar. There are also serious disadvantages, including high levels of initial and continuing political opposition.\textsuperscript{154} Compared to conservation easements and acquisition of fee title, there is less certainty about the possibility of actual conservation since regulatory programs are subject to political change and pressure.\textsuperscript{155}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{E-mail from Zach Christensen, Metro Research Center, containing “UGB capture rate for dwelling units; preliminary research results” table (Nov. 28, 2008) (on file with author). Some of these research results and the map that displayed the location of residential permits were published by Metro as part of its regular urban growth report in 2010. However, that report presented only the data on the distribution of permits inside the Portland regional urban growth boundary and not information on the permits for residential development outside the regional UGB. METRO, URBAN GROWTH REPORT: EMPLOYMENT AND RESIDENTIAL 2009-2030 (January 2010), http://library.oregonmetro.gov/files/ugr.pdf.}
\footnote{Id.}
\footnote{See supra texts accompanying notes 134 and 135.}
\footnote{See Alison Knezevich, Northern Baltimore County Zoning Issues Split Residents: County Council Vote on Dozens of Rezoning Requests Set for Aug. 28, BALT. SUN (Aug. 26, 2012),}
\end{footnotes}
consequence, the programs, initially or over time, allow for a continuing trickle of rural residential development with long-term consequences.\footnote{http://articles.baltimoresun.com/2012-08-26/news/bs-md-co-north-county-zoning-20120826_1_requests-limit-development-natural-beauty (illustrating the pressures in Baltimore County).}

V. A Refined Hybrid Approach Could Combine Effectiveness and Geographic Breadth with Political Feasibility

As noted previously, many of the rural land conservation programs combine several elements, such as transferable development rights and purchase of development rights. There is now enough time and experience in administering these conservation programs to create an even more effective hybrid approach that would allow state and local governments to conserve far more of America’s rural resource lands. The new hybrid approach should be implemented incrementally, as political and fiscal opportunities present themselves. The following paragraphs describe the key elements of the program framework and administration:

In the first stage, local governments can adopt or clarify their rural land conservation policies, identifying the lands and resources to be conserved, with specific measurable goals or outcomes tied to performance dates. The program preferably should be statewide, but it could be adopted at a multi-county regional level, or even within a single county.

Only large areas of rural lands retaining substantial natural resource or commodity production value should be included in the program. Lands containing high proportions of exurban development combined with high levels of development entitlement would be excluded (excerpt perhaps as landing zones for TDRs). Different conservation plans should have different sets of objectives, such as farmland preservation, protection of wildlife, or protecting lives and property from natural hazards.

In the second stage of implementing the hybrid approach, existing rural development entitlements within the conservation plan area must be defined, capped, and stabilized. This may be the most politically difficult step, but also the most essential, as it is critical for the program to work.\footnote{157. Rural land owners assume that their property can and will be developed for significant residential use at the maximum level of current entitlements whether or not the market and other circumstances would actually result in that development. Rural development market analyses could be useful in establishing objective information about actual size of the rural development market and...}

\footnote{156. MINNEHAHA CNTY., supra note 105, at 9-5 (the Minnehaha County land use plan is unusually frank in recognizing the long-term consequences of its policies of allowing this level of rural residential development, stating, “The current density zoning standard allows up to 16 residences on each square mile of land. This density may be contrary to long-term farming interests who must endure more nonfarm population while attempting to sustain a profitable business without causing conflicts with neighbors.”).}
The program must be able to define, limit, and then reduce the total amount of residential development.

In the third stage of implementation, residential development rights, each associated with contiguous ownership, would be reviewed and certified to the property. This would often be a laborious exercise. Residential development opportunities are limited by the contingent nature of entitlements under many zoning systems, unknowns about the feasibility of water supplies, sewage disposal, and the location of natural hazard zones and already protected natural resources.

In addition to the steps outlined above, mandatory or voluntary cluster zoning would be implemented for larger lots. The implementing government would create a land conservation fund with staff and capitalize a TDR bank.

Landowners could make use of their development rights in a multitude of ways. These include selling or donating the development right to the government or a nonprofit organization, selling or transferring it for use through a TDR system to a landing zone, or by on-site development under the cluster zoning ordinance.

When the development right is used, the land from which it was derived would lose all future residential development rights through the adoption of a conservation easement, publicly held by a state agency or the local government. Another arrangement that might protect the public interest in easements would be for easements to be held jointly between the county government and a nonprofit, with each party having veto rights. These easements would be subject to very strict tests in order to be broken. State statutes would be adopted to allow third-party enforcement of the conservation easements, and allow for the award of attorney fees. All of these arrangements would be necessary to provide the highest possible level of certainty that the development restriction would be permanent.

In order to increase the acreage in conservation easements, the state should adopt generous income tax credits and make theses tax credits transferable to third parties. Only the lands identified in the conservation area plans would qualify for these tax credits. A local government could authorize credits against one or more of its local taxes for conservation easements (assuming these local credits do not contravene state

---

therefore a more realistic evaluation of potential value. Rural residential development opportunities and speculative land values are dependent on the provision of government facilities and services in rural areas, like road construction and maintenance or fire protection. The withdrawal of government support for those facilities and services as part of the conservation effort can significantly shrink the projected rural residential market.
constitutional provisions or state laws that define tax fairness). Current use property tax assessment would be mandatory for conserved lands (that is, not taxed on a hypothetical highest and best use not permitted under the program.)

An appropriate funding source for administration of the program and for various incentives would be a modest tax on government created “givings” (land value windfalls to property owners resulting from rezoning and publicly financed infrastructure).

In addition to providing conservation incentives, disincentives for rural residential development should be created by limiting the availability of rural services, capital improvements, and maintenance programs. The level and cost of rural services (school bus transportation, fire protection, road maintenance) should be consistent with the rural development pattern to be achieved.

CONCLUSION

Exurban residential sprawl is a serious environmental, fiscal, and economic problem for the United States. Over the past forty years, state and local governments have experimented with different approaches to curbing exurban residential sprawl. These programs have demonstrated that these different approaches are effective in different degrees in curbing rural residential sprawl but separately are either too weak or too politically challenging and unstable to protect large areas of rural America. State and local governments can now benefit from this experience to craft and implement hybrid programs that combine the strengths of these different approaches.